1. Introduction. Alpert [2] and Alpert, Beylkin, Coifman and Rokhlin [1] i n troduced a family of hierarchical orthogonal bases, and a class of fast algorithms relying on those. This family of bases is indexed by a parameter m 1, the multiplicity, and the case m = 1 is just the usual Haar basis. The bases with m > 1 are built from Legendre polynomials of degree < m localized to dyadic intervals. Typical members of these bases have m vanishing moments and are discontinuous.
In this paper we describe a family of smooth multiwavelet bases which are in an appropriate sense dual to Alpert bases. These new bases have the property that their expansion coecients are linear combinations of a few Alpert moments and the basis functions are smooth. They could be useful in settings where the fast algorithms of Alpert et al. [1] had been already programmed, and so one had available a convenient algorithm for rapidly obtaining the Alpert coecients of an approximate solution, but one desired a smoother reconstruction than the one provided by the Alpert expansions.
1.1. Relation to Renement Schemes. The smooth multiwavelets arise from the use of a renement scheme we call moment-interpolation. This is a generalization of average-interpolation (Donoho [11] , Harten [17] ) to a vector of higher-order moments. It is related to Dubuc-Deslauriers renement and Hermite renement as described in this There is a precise mathematical connection between Moment-Interpolating renement and Hermite renement which is described in Section 3 below. Roughly speaking, Moment-Interpolating Renement of a sequence of local moments gives a result which is the m-th derivative of Hermite Renement of a specially related sequence obtained by integrating local moment data m-times. Hence results about the existence and well-posedness of Hermite Renement schemes imply existence and wellposedness of Moment-Interpolating Renement schemes, and the results we obtain here about the smoothness properties of Moment-Interpolating Renement imply parallel smoothness properties of Hermite Renement.
The multiwavelets constructed here are derived from very simple and concrete ideas, and there is no need to introduce sophisticated tools of multi-channel ltering, matrix polynomials, and related factorizations in order to obtain the basic algorithms and properties of these multiwavelets. Accordingly the approach described here might be useful for expository purposes and teaching.
of moment-interpolating renement s c hemes can be deduced from those of Hermite-interpolating renement schemes. Hermite schemes have been studied by Dyn and Levin in [14] . In this paper, we carry out the computational procedures suggested in [14] in order to establish the convergence and suboptimal smoothness bounds for Hermite-interpolating renement (and consequently, momentinterpolating renement) schemes of various orders and degrees. In [22] , we show further that optimal H older regularity bounds can computed under the same framework.
1.4. Recursive Partitioning. A potential application for these multiwavelets comes in understanding and extending recursive partitioning techniques. Suppose we are interested in approximating a function f on [0; 1]. Recursive partitioning in its simplest form is a method of adaptive nonlinear approximation obtained by adaptively constructing a recursive dyadic partition of the interval and approximating f on each piece of the partition by a constant. The CART book [3] is the standard ref-
erence on piecewise-constant recursive partitioning methods. One can generalize recursive partitioning to higher approximation orders by approximating f on each piece of the partition by a polynomial of degree < m . One obtains in this way the possibility o f m uch higher-order accuracy.
Recursive partitioning in general gives discontinuous reconstructions. Using the MI-Multiwavelets constructed here, there is a natural way to construct partitions adaptively and obtain smooth, highorder accurate reconstructions.
To explain this, we rst note that there is an intimate connection between Alpert expansions and optimal recursive partitioning algorithms. Roughly speaking, to each partial Alpert expansion of a function f on the interval whose nonzero multi-coecients occur in a tree pattern, there is a corresponding recursive dyadic partition of the interval for which this partial expansion is the best piecewise polynomial t to the function with given partition. As a result one can nd optimal recursive partitions for adaptive piecewise polynomial approximation by polynomials of degree < m b y using fast tree-pruning algorithms organized around the multi-coecients of the Alpert system.
An analogous algorithm can be developed around the multi-coecients of the MI-Multiwavelets constructed here. For a given f, one identies an optimal partition based on a fast tree-pruning algorithm organized around the MI-multi-coecients. To obtain a smooth, high accuracy approximation, one utilizes this partition to dene a a moment-interpolation problem on the resulting possibly inhomogeneous partition. Using the MI-multiwavelets, one can obtain a smooth function whose moments on each piece of the partition agree with the specied Alpert moment. This leads to a fast algorithm for approximate reconstructions with potentially much higher accuracy and smoothness than simple polynomial approximation on recursive d y adic partitions. Thus we h a v e an armative answer to the question: is there a recursive partitioning algorithm which gives smooth reconstructions and high-order accuracy? We also have a n i n teresting interpretation of partial multi-wavelet reconstructions where the nonzero multi-coecients occur in a tree pattern { such tree-structured reconstructions have been the object of attention since Shapiro's introduction of EZW [21] . We show here that to each reconstruction with tree-patterned coecients based on MI-multi-wavelets, there corresponds naturally a smooth reconstruction based on MI-interpolation to moment constraints dened on a possibly inhomogeneous partition. Hence hierarchical constraints in the coecient domain can be connected rigorously to hierarchical schemes of approximation in the real domain.
1.5. Contents. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some facts about Alpert bases. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of moment-interpolating renement, describe the link with Hermite renement schemes, and give results on the existence and smoothness of the fundamental solutions to moment-interpolating schemes. In Section 5 we construct biorthogonal bases, and in Section 6 we give norm equivalence properties for those bases. In Section 7 we describe briey the adaptation of these bases to life on the interval. In Section 8 we describe potential applications in recursive d y adic partition schemes. In Section 9 we briey describe software for computing with these multiwavelets. the translate and dilate of `that \lives" on I j;k and has L 2 (R)-norm 1. Any t w o such functions j ;k , l 0 j;k 0 with the same scale index j and dierent k 6 = k 0 or l 6 = l 0 are orthogonal.
Fix m > 0 and set V j = V (m) j = Span (j ;k : k 2 Z; 0 < m ) V j is the collection of all piecewise polynomials which are of degree < m on intervals I j;k ; k 2 Z .
The operator P j f = P k2Z P m 1 l=0 hf;j ;k ij ;k gives orthogonal projection onto V j . It is convenient below to adopt the convention that j;k denotes the vector of functions (`j ;k ) m 1 =0 , and that hf; j;k i is a vector of inner products. Then we can write P j f = P k hf; j;k i T j;k , avoiding the summation over the`index.
The spaces V j are nested: V j V j+1 ; indeed a piecewise polynomial with pieces (I j;k ) k is also a piecewise polynomial on the ner collection of pieces (I j+1;k ) k . It follows that the basis elements (`j ;k ) k;l all have a representation in terms of elements (`j +1;k ) k;l for V j+1 . In vector notation we write this as We consider now the detail space W j V j and associated projection Q j f = P j+1 f P j f. W j consists of piecewise polynomials with pieces (I j+1;k ) k which are orthogonal to piecewise polynomials with coarser pieces (I j;k ) k . An orthogonal basis (h`j ;k ) k;l for W j can be constructed as in Alpert [1] .
As W j V j+1 , each hj ;k can be expressed in terms of (`0 j+1;k 0 ) k 0 ;`0 : h j;k = G 0 j+1;2k + G 1 j+1;2k+1 The functions hj ;k are piecewise polynomials supported in I j;k with knots at the endpoints and midpoint o f I j;k . For pictures see Alpert [1] or Alpert et al. [2] .
A k ey fact about the two-scale matrices we h a v e just dened is that the 2m 2m matrix
is orthogonal. This is equivalent t o s a ying we h a v e t w o dierent orthogonal bases for V 1 : f(1 ;k ) k;`g and f(0 ;k ) k;`; (h0 ;k ) k;`g . 2.1. Multiwavelet Pyramid Algorithm For Alpert Bases. There is a very simple pyramid algorithm for calculating the coecients of Alpert expansions. For the vector functions j;k and h j;k , we adopt the convention that j;k = hf; j;k i and j;k = hf;h j;k i denote vectors with entries j ;k = hf;j ;k i and j ;k = hf;hj ;k i respectively. Then from the two-scale relations (2.4) and (2.5) we have j;k = H 0 j+1;2k + H 1 j+1;2k+1 (2.6) j;k = G 0 j+1;2k + G 1 j+1;2k+1 :
The pyramid decomposition is a way to calculate ( j0;k ) k ; ( j0;k ) k ; ; ( j 1 1 ;k ) k from ( j1;k ) k when j 0 < j 1 . One simply applies (2.6)-(2.7) recursively, for j = j 1 1; j 1 2 ; ; j 0 . 3 The orthogonality o f U implies also j+1;2k = H T 0 j;k + G T 0 j;k (2. hf;h j;k i T h j;k :
Then from P j1 f ! f as j ! 1 one motivates the inhomogeneous decomposition; and from P j0 f ! 0 as j ! 1 one motivates the homogeneous decomposition.
3. Moment-interpolating Renement. Moment-interpolating renement is an answer to the following problem:
Given the local moments of a function f, 0 ;k = hf;0 ;k i k 2 Z; 0 < m ; (3.1) construct a \smooth" functionf matching those moments.
In this section we construct a linear operator R 0 which solves this problem, i.e. f = R 0 (( 0;k ) k )
gives a smooth function with prescribed moments hf ; 0 ;k i = 0;k ; k 2 Z: 3.1. Two-Scale Renement. We start by dening a two-scale renement operator which, for a given sequence ( j;k ) k of moment v ectors j;k = hf; j;k i delivers a \predicted" sequence ( j+1;k ) k of moment v ectors at the next ner scale. (Moment-Imputation) Calculate the moments of j;k at the next ner scale: j+1;2k+h = h j;k ; j;k+h i; h = 0 ; 1 :
The Moment-interpolation Problem (3.2) has an unique solution. The vector equations impose exactly D + 1 constraints on j;k , which is a polynomial of degree D. These constraints can be proven to be linearly independent o v er the space of polynomials of degree D. This will follow from results in Section 3.3 below. 4 This process implicitly denes an operator R(= R m;L ) such that ( j +1;k ) k = R ( j;k ) k :
Note that the operator does not depend on j; it can be given explicit form as 
h;k h;k ; h = 1 ; 2 ; : (3.6) This is the function whose behavior at scale 2 h has been imputed from unit scale by renement. We note that the coarse scale moments off h are as prescribed:
This follows from h consecutive applications of (3.5). This implicitly denes an operatorR =R m;L which yields
One then iterate this process to obtain Hermite data ( j;k ) k on all dyadic rationals x j;k for all j 0, k 2 Z. By establishing certain smoothness property of the Hermite data on the dense set fx j;k g R one can then uniquely extend ( j;k ) k to a smooth function f(t) dened on the whole real axis.
This scheme has been proposed by Merrien [18] and studied by Dyn and Levin [14] . h . For more details, see [14] .
3.4. Intertwining with Hermite-Interpolation. The Moment-interpolation problem looks at rst glance to involve quite dierent notions than the Hermite problem. For one thing, moment functionals exist for any locally integrable function, while derivatives at a point exist only for suciently smooth functions. Nevertheless there are close connections between the problems. In this section, we establish a formal connection by showing that there is an intertwining relationship between the two schemes; under a certain correspondence of inputs, there is a one-to-one connection between outputs in one scheme and outputs in the other. The purpose of the derivation is three-fold. First, from the intertwining property and the well-posedness of Hermite-interpolation, we can obtain the well-posedness of moment-interpolation. Second, from the numerically stable algorithm for Hermite-interpolation we can obtain a numerically stable algorithm for moment-interpolation. This fact is used in our software to accurately generate the mask for moment-interpolating renement. Third, and most importantly, the intertwining property gives us the smoothness of momentinterpolating renement directly from information about the smoothness of Hermite-interpolating renement.
3.4.1. m = 1 . In the scalar case, the intertwining relationship is very easy to see. Suppose we take the prescribed local averages and form their cumulative sums: 0;k = P k 1 0;k . Then we can identify 0;k with F(k + 1) where F(t) = R t 1 f(t)dt. Now i n terpolating the point v alues of F(k) gives us a function whose derivative f = F 0 has prescribed averages:
Therefore a solution to the point-value interpolation problem for the cumulative sums leads, upon dierentiation, to a solution to the average-interpolation problem.
Moreover there is a very precise connection between Deslauriers-Dubuc and Average-interpolation (compare [11] ). For m = 1 and a given value of L, apply the Deslauriers-Dubuc approach to the cumulative ( 0;k ) k of the prescribed averages ( 0;k ) k . This gives, for each k, a polynomial 0;k of degreeD. Apply the moment-interpolating approach, for m = 1 and the same value of L, to the prescribed averages 0;k . This gives a polynomial 0;k of degree D =D 1. Then we h a v e 0 ;k = d dx 0;k :
The two s c hemes actually use in some sense the \same" polynomial to impute behavior to ner scales; it follows that 1;2k = 1;2k+1 1;2k We can write this as saying that there are relations between the two operators:
where (x) k = x k+1 x k and (x) k = P hk x h . As and are formal inverses of each other, this says that the operator intertwines the two renement s c hemes.
This pattern continues at higher orders, but becomes more complicated. We rst point out the close connection between Hermite sampling and moment sampling. Proof. It is well known the lemma is true for j = 0 and k = 0 due to the fact that fb m;l : 0 l < m g are the B-splines of degree m 1 dened on (0; 1), with the knots 0; 1 h a ving multiplicity m [9] . A simple rescaling gives the lemma. For the converse direction of the correspondence, we assume that any given set of moment data f j;k g is such that j;k = 0 for all k < K. Let 1 . Then one obtains the f j;k g k2Z by sampling the Hermite data of F at dyadic points x j;k . Notice that a compactly supported f j;k g does not give a compactly supported (nor even bounded) f j;k g in this correspondence. Proof. The determination of the moment-interpolating polynomial (3.2) is equivalent to the solution of a linear system of (2L + 1 ) m equations. The existence of a moment-interpolant for any given set of moments proves that the system is non-singular, and hence the solution must be unique.
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Now we understand that the moment-interpolating polynomial j;k of f j;k L ; : : : ; j;k+L g is exactly the m-th derivative (multiplied by (m 1)!) of the Hermite-interpolating polynomial of a corresponding Hermite data f j;k L ; : : : ; j;k+L+1 g. In MI renement, one obtains scale j +1 moment data by sampling the moments of j;k at I j+1;2k and I j+1;2k+1 whereas in Hermite-interpolating renement, one obtains scale j + 1 Hermite data by sampling the Hermite data of p j;k at x j+1;2k+1 .
Using Lemma 3.3, we obtain a one-one correspondence between f j+1;k g and f j+1;k g. f l j+1;k g B 1 4 m ! f l j+1;k g 3.5. Dierence and Divided Dierence Schemes. In the analysis of scalar subdivision schemes, Dyn, Gregory and Levin [13] and Rioul [20] independently proposed the concept of divided dierence schemes (related methodologies were proposed by Daubechies and Lagarias [7, 8] and by Micchelli and Prautzsch [19] ). Roughly speaking, a renement scheme of the form f j+1 = Bf j converges uniformly to a continuous limit if and only if the dierence sequence @ f j =f j f j 1 follows a dierence scheme of the form @ f j +1 = @ B@ f j and if said scheme is contractive. Here by \ T contractive" we mean that the norm of the operator T as a mapping from l 1 to l 1 is strictly less than 1. More generally the scheme converges to a C r limit if and only if the dierence sequence of the r-th order divided dierence sequence follows a derived scheme of the form @4 r f j+1 = @ B [ r ] @ 4 r f j and is contractive [13] . Here B [r] is the so-called r-th divided dierence mask and @ B [ r ] the dierence mask of B [r] . Rioul [20] g a v e detailed results in determining exact (non-integer) H older exponent o f renement solutions using the same framework. He showed that one can also verify C r convergence and the precise H older regularity b y studying \over-dierencing" schemes B [s] for s > r .
Our analysis of the convergence and smoothness of Hermite-interpolatory schemes is based on generalizing results in [13, 20] We will denote the operator that maps f j;k g k to fu [r] j;k g k by 4 r and write fu [r] j;k g = 4 r j;k . For m 1 r 2mL 1, dene @ u [ r ] j;k 2 R m by [22] provides a proof for an improved version of this theorem, together with more results on the computational aspect of the improved theorem.
For simplicity, we will use dierentiability to measure smoothness. We say that the \regularity it is clear that a sucient condition for (4.2) to happen is that jjTjj (l 1 ;l 1 ) < 1. In fact it is enough to have jjT l jj (l 1 ;l 1 ) = < 1 for some l < 1 :
If (4.3) holds, then by letting j = ql+p, 0 p < l w e obtain jjT j (u)j j j j T ql+p jjjjuj j j j T l jj q jjTjj p jjujj j j u jj max 1; jjTjj; jjTjj 2 ; : : : ; jjTjj l 1 p ! 0 a s j ! 1 ;
which implies (4.2).
Of course T is armed with a convolutional structure, which makes the verication of condition This theorem justies an iterative procedure for checking the convergence and smoothness of Hermite schemes. for the case of (m; L) = ( 2 ; 5). We verify in that paper Hermite(2; 5) is slightly smoother than C 4 .
Unfortunately, it is too computationally intensive t o v erify this fact using the algorithm above.
The inconclusive property of the algorithm can be improved. For instance, it can be shown that for any l 0, r log 2 (c [r] l )=l i s a l o w er bound on the critical H older regularity of a Hermite scheme. See [22] for details. From this rule, we h a v e T able 4.2. Proof. Of course (5.2) is just a dilation of (5.1) by a p o w er 2 j . As for (5.3), we h a v e the special relation h`0 j;k 0 ; j;k i = k 0 ;k `0 ;`, so that hf; j;k i = hf; j;k i; f 2 V j , from which (5.3) follows. 2. P j is an oblique projector onto V j . It follows that Q j f = P j+1 f P j f is an oblique projector; set W j = Range(Q j ). Proof. An f in W j is also in V j+1 ; s o b y (5.2) it is represented by its local moments at scale j + 1 . But, as it is in W j its local moments at scale j vanish: j;k (f) = 0 8 k . Hence from (2.8)-(2.9) we h a v e that j+1;2k = G T 0 j;k ; j+1;2k+1 = G T 1 j;k ; for Alpert coecient v ectors j;k = j;k (f). For (5.8), it is enough to show that if f 2 W j then hf; j;k i = hf;h j;k i. We note that for an f 2 V j+1 , hf; j +1;k i = hf; j +1;k i, and so hf; j;k i = G 0 hf; j +1;2k i + G 1 hf; j +1;2k+1 i = G 0 hf; j +1;2k i + G 1 hf; j +1;2k+1 i = hf;h j;k i:2 where j;k denotes the moment-interpolating polynomial provided by the renement scheme when applied to the data ( j;k ) k at scale j.
Proof. By construction of P j+1 , hP j+1 f; j +1;k i = hf; j +1;k i for all k. Hence, as hj ;k 2 V j+1 ; hP j+1 f ; h j;k i = hf;h j;k i 8k:
Hence hf P j f;h j;k i = hP j+1 f P j f;h j;k i = hQ j f;h j;k i 8k which is (5.9); (5.10) is just the fact that P j f and j;k have, by construction, the same local moments at scale j + 1 : j +1;2k+h (P j f) = j +1;2k+h ( j;k ), h = 0 ; 1. 2 From these results we see that j;k (f) = 0 when f is a polynomial of degree D, and that the j;k can be viewed as the Alpert coecients of a function from which the part predictable at scale j has been subtracted. It follows that if f is smooth, the coecients j;k will typically be much smaller at ne scales than the ordinary Alpert coecients j;k . where the j+1;k are predictions of the local moments at the ne scale based on moment-interpolation from the coarse scale data. These are obtained by using the renement operator:
To go from coarse to ne, we rst use the coarse scale moments to get the predictions ( j+1;k ) k and then \add them back in": j;k = j;k + G 0j+1;2k + G 1j+1;2k ; the resulting j;k are the Alpert wavelet coecients of the object, and so can be used to reconstruct the ner-scale moments via the Alpert relations j+1;2k = H T 0 j;k + G T 0 j;k ; (5.13) j+1;2k+1 = H T 1 j;k + G T 1 j;k :
(5.14)
The full pyramid algorithms, both for analysis and reconstruction, follow from these two-scale relations. Proof. Formula (5.12) shows that we can write j;k = j;k (G 0j+1;2k + G 1j+1;2k+1 )
On the other hand, from (2.6) and (3. Systems obeying the regularity, vanishing moments, and localization assumptions of this kind enjoy, by known results, a v ariety o f stability, convergence, and norm equivalence properties, which we briey mention.
Frazier and Jawerth [16] described conditions under which families of this type could be used to measure norms of various functional spaces. Following
and we s a y that a family (w j;k ) j;k is a family of molecules for _ B p;q if k X a j;k w j;k k _ B p;q C k ( a j;k ) j;k k _ b p;q : [16] gives a criterion for (v j;k ) to be a family of molecules. In the case where is of compact support and the (v j;k ) obey (6.1) it reduces to this: that `2 C for > > 1 =p 1. MI multiwavelets satisfy these hypotheses when they enjoy suciently high regularity, and so the MI multiwavelets give a family of molecules for _ B p;q , p r ovided Reg(m; L) > > 1 =p 1.
[16] gives give a criterion for (ṽ j;k ) to be a norming family. In the case where~ is of compact support and (ṽ j;k ) obeys (6.2) it reduces to the fact that each~ `i s bounded, and enjoys the vanishing with both expansions unconditionally convergent in L 2 . We s k etch the basic idea. Dene v j;km+`a ndṽ j;km+`a s in (6.1) and (6.2) above. First, we recall that L 2 is just the Besov space = 0 ; p = 2 ; q = 2 . The system (ṽ j;k ) j;k is a norming family and a family of molecules for L 2 . The system (v j;k ) j;k is a family of molecules and a norming family for L 2 . This is just a matter of checking the conditions for B p;q in the case = 0 ; p = 2 ; q = 2 . Now w e h a v e t w o biorthogonal systems. If f = P a j;k v j;k , then from the norming family property of (ṽ j;k ) and the biorthogonality a j;k = hṽ j;k ; f i w e h a v e k ( a j;k )k`2 = k(hṽ j;k ; f i ) k 2 Const k f k 2 :
W e conclude from this and the molecular property o f ( v j;k )
One argues from this for the unconditional convergence by standard means. Let S be any subset of coecient indices (j; k). Let f S denote the reconstruction just using this subset of coecients; then for kf f S k 2 we h a v e k f X ( j;k)2S
The last term goes to zero whenever S c goes to zero in any monotone fashion. If f = P a j;kṽj;k , then from the norming family property o f ( v j;k ) w e h a v e k ( a j;k )k`2 = k(hv j;k ; f i ) k 2 Const k f k 2 :
W e conclude from this and the molecular family property o f ( v j;k ) that
One argues from this for the unconditional convergence again by standard means.
6.3. Bases for Smoothness Spaces. The same pattern of the proof that we just mentioned for norm equivalence in the L 2 case works in other spaces in the Besov and Triebel scales. We omit the argument for the following result; for more details, see [11] , which handled the case m = 1 in detail. This last expression tends to zero as S c i tend to zero in a monotone fashion.
7. Expansions on the Interval. So far we h a v e focused on the use of wavelet expansions on the line, but everything we h a v e done works also for expansions on the interval [0; 1]. First, it is obvious that the Alpert system itself adapts very well to life on the interval; one simply restricts attention to Alpert functions and Alpert wavelets supported in the interval. Second, to construct the MI scaling functions and wavelets, everything is straightforward once one develops a renement s c heme adapted to life on the interval. This is relatively easy to do; conceptually, at the`heart of the interval', the renement s c heme we have been using so far calls only for knowledge of local moments at intervals interior to the interval, and so the previous scheme can be used as is for such cases. At the`edges of the interval' situations arise where the rule used on the line would refer to local moments of dyadic intervals not contained in [0; 1]; in such cases, one uses instead the (2L + 1) closest intervals to the interval in questions which lie entirely inside the [0; 1]. The only restriction with such a rule is that one has to pick an expansion based on a coarsest scale j 0 obeying 2L + 1 < 2 j 0 .
The details of adapting to life on the interval have already been worked out carefully in the case m = 1 { see [11] . This shows that various functional space characterization properties for function spaces on the interval go through exactly as one might hope. We refer the reader to that article for details.
In the applications below w e refer always to expansions adapted to life on the interval. 19 8. Recursive Dyadic Partitioning. In this section we describe an interesting but apparently little known application of Alpert bases to fast recursive partitioning algorithms. In the next section we apply MI-multiwavelets to obtain \smooth" recursive partitioning algorithms. Such partitions are naturally associated with trees. One can think of producing a given partition P in a stepwise fashion starting from a \root" which corresponds to P 0 ; each enlargement is a sprouting of a new branch of the tree.
RDP's can conceivably subdivide the interval very nely in some parts of [0; 1) and very coarsely in other parts; all that is required to reach such a partition is to apply the splitting rule more frequently to intervals covering certain locations and less frequently to intervals associated with other locations.
RDP's are naturally adapted to piecewise polynomial approximation. Given a function f, we denote by E m ffjPg the piecewise polynomial approximationf to f which is of the formf = This problem is attractive because it can be used to explain the idea of spatial adaptivity i n l a y terms. If the optimal partition is composed of pieces which are all roughly the same size, then the underlying object is spatially homogeneous: it requires approximation which is of the same scale everywhere. On the other hand, if the best partition contains blocks of very dierent sizes, this is an indication that the object contains some regions of much more rapid change than others.
To illustrate these points, we give computational examples. Figure 8 .1 depicts four spatially inhomogeneous objects. Figure 8 .2 shows optimal approximants with 64 pieces. The optimal partition responds visibly to the presence of the singularities and inhomogeneities in the underlying objects. The set N(P) o f f satisfying j;k = 0 whenever I j;k I 2 P has dimension N m .The operator E m ffjPg has a range R(P) with dimension N m , where N = # P . As R(P) N(P) and dim(R(P)) = dim(N(P)), we conclude that R(P) = N ( P ). As the operator E m ffjPg is an orthoprojector, it acts as the identity on its range. The range contains (one can check) the Alpert functions 0 ;0 and the Alpert wavelets hj ;k where I j;k I ( P ); there are N m of these, they are orthonormal and so they span R(P); hence (8.2) follows and the operator is diagonal in the Alpert basis. The identity (8.3) follows immediately by the orthogonality of the Alpert basis. 2 Say that a collection I of indices I forms a tree pattern if, whenever I 2 I, then every dyadic interval I 0 containing I also belongs to I. The set I(P) dened in Theorem 8.1 forms a tree pattern.
Hence the forgoing result has another formulation. Every linear projection operator which is diagonal where the indices in I form a tree p attern, is a projection operator E m ffjPg for some recursive dyadic P.
8.3. Fast Algorithm for Partitioning. A modied form of the optimal partitioning problem dening P N can be rapidly calculated using properties of the Alpert coecients. The problem is modied in two w a ys.
Restricted s e arch depth. Let P J denote the collection of RDP's containing only intervals wider than 2 J ; we will restrict the search t o partitions in P J for a xed J. (Note: the optimal N-element partition is always in P N 1 , so the search depth restriction is not serious if J is large enough.) Lagrangian (penalized) from. We put the problem in complexity penalized form, seeking to optimize kf E m ffjPgk 2 2 + #P. For an appropriate = (f;N)the solution partition will have N elements, so we can obtain in this way an unconstrained problem with the same solution as the complexity-constrained problem. In short our proposal is to solve problem P J; = argmin P2PJ kf E m ffjPgk 2 2 + #P:
As will be seen, this form of the problem is computationally very tractable. We rst make some remarks about this problem.
The complexity penalty parameter is to some extent like a threshold. Indeed, an interval I is in the optimal partition only if the Alpert coecient k I k 2 < p .
This gives a guidance for how large to choose J. If J is so large that every wavelet coecient at ner scales is smaller than , then P J; is the same as P J+h; for every h > 0.
In particular, suppose that f 2 B p;q (C). Then each Alpert multi-coecient obeys k j;k (f)k 2 A 0 C 2 j(+1=2 1=p) . Equating = (A 0 C 2 j(+1=2 1=p) ) 2 we get that any J > log 2 ( 1=2 =A 0 C)=( + 1 = 2 1 =p) is`large enough' so that P J; = P 1; .
One can nd a value of for which # P J ; = N by a bisection search i n .
ALGORITHM: Partition
Description. 22 Finds the partition which optimizes the complexity-penalized residual sum of squares.
Inputs. The algorithm takes O(N) operations to complete, and it gives the optimal partition because it uses the basic backwards induction process from dynamic programming. 8.4 . Smooth Recursive Partitioning. Given an RDP P, the approximant E m ffjPg will, in general, be discontinuous. In this section we give t w o responses to this problem.
First, we develop a method for \smoothing out" a piecewise polynomial t subordinate to an RDP; the method preserves the accuracy of the piecewise polynomial t, while avoiding the discontinuities at boundaries of partition elements. We solve the problem of rapidly nding a smooth reconstruction matching the moments of the polynomial on each piece of the partition. MI-multiwavelets are ideally suited to this.
Second, we develop a method for obtaining smooth approximants with a higher approximation order than piecewise polynomials. The method, which w e call the method of \Adapted ConstrainingFor simplicity, w e assume that the partition P is nite, and therefore has a coarsest scale 2 j0 = maxfjIj : I 2 Pg and a nest scale 2 j1 = minfjIj : I 2 Pg. Let I = I(P) b e the collection of all intervals in P and of all ancestors of intervals in P. Thus I is a tree structured set. In principle, every local moment h I ; f i where I 2 I is known { or at least derivable { from the known information.
We will record which i n tervals at scale j belong to I, and which do not, by the following device.
At a given scale j, let K + j be the collection of indices k, 0 k < 2 j such that I j+1;2k and I j+2;2k+1 both belong to I. Let K j be the complementary collection.
The algorithm has these steps:
Fine-To-Coarse: Calculate moments I for all I in I(P). Set Set b j;k = j;k for k 2 K j .
Predict the moments ( j+1;k ) k = R((b j;k ) k ).
End.
Convert the pyramid of Alpert moments b j;k to an MI expansion.
Reconstruct.
This algorithm allows to quickly obtain a smooth function obeying local moment constraints. The whole algorithm takes at most order n time to compute for an ultimate resolution n 1 = 2 J . Below we will call the implicit operator I m;L ffjPg. If we apply I m;L ffjPg to the partition P = P N solving (8.1), we get a smooth recursive partitioning. Figure 8 .4 shows the results of this procedure on the same set of examples as in Figure 8 .2. In principle, the approximation error is equivalent to the approximation error of piecwise polynomial t, while avoiding discontinuities. In fact, for the Blocks and Heavisine signals the smoothing step generates signicant o v ershoots and undershoots in the vicinity of discontinuities. Use the partition P J; so obtained as the constraining partition.
Obtain I m;L ffjP J; g.
The algorithm is fast in the conventional sense that it requires order O(n) operations to achieve an adapted reconstruction with ultimate resolution level n. This approach is again attractive for explaining spatial adaptivity i n l a y terms. One expects that if the optimal constraining partition is composed of pieces which are all roughly the same size, then the underlying object is in some sense spatially homogeneous: it can be well approximated by obeying constraints of the same scale everywhere. On the other hand, if the best constraining partition contains blocks of very dierent sizes, this is an indication that the object contains some regions of much more rapid change than others. 9. Software Implementation. All computational results reported in this paper are reproducible, meaning that the code which generated the gures and tables is available over Internet, following the discipline indicated in [4] .
http://www-stat.stanford.edu/~wavelab For each gure given here, it is possible to inspect the code which generated the gure, and even to modify the examples and re-run them.
The system itself is a component of the WaveLab software library, release .800. The directory Papers/Alpert contains all the scripts necessary to reproduce the gures in this paper, and the directory MultiWavelets contains the basic tools for the multiwavelet transform. The directory Refinement contains the basic tools to estimate the smoothness of general scalar renement s c hemes, as well as Hermite and MI renement s c hemes.
